
 
 
 
 

 
 

GEOMETRY UNIT 
2D SHAPES & 3D OBJECTS 

  



 

LABEL THE ATTRIBUTES 
  

______ Vertices 

______ Straight edges 

______________ (shape) 

______ Vertices 

______ Straight edges 

______________ (shape) 

______ Vertices 

______ Straight edges 

______________ (shape) 

______ Vertices 

______ Straight edges 

______________ (shape) 

______ Vertices 

______ Straight edges 

______________ (shape) 

______ Vertices 

______ Straight edges 

______________ (shape) 



RIDDLES: CAN YOU IDENTIFY THE SHAPE? 
 

Instructions: Draw me and write what shape I am once you figure out what I am.  

 

I have 4 vertices. They are the same 
distance apart all the way around. 

Sometimes I am found holding a picture 
inside. What shape am I? 

 

 

 
I have no edges, not one vertex. I look like 
a face, maybe of a clock. What shape am 

I? 
 

 

I have one straight edge from left to 
right, up high. I have a vertex down below. 

A straight edge on each side connects 
from the line above to the vertex down 

below. Sometimes people slow down for me 
while driving. What shape am I? 

 

 

 
I have four straight edges, but not all are 

the same. I look like a playing field in which 
football might be the game. What shape 

am I? 

 

Write you own riddle. Have your partner answer. 

Write your own riddle.  Have your partner answer.  

 

  



 

CRITERIA FOR PLAY AREA BLUEPRINT 

 

_____ 4 shapes that have four straight edges (that are NOT all the same length) and 4 vertices /2 

_____ 3 shapes that have three straight edges and 3 vertices   /3 

_____ 3 shapes that have a curved edge and no vertices   /3 

_____ 2 shapes that have four straight edges (that are the same length) and 4 vertices   /1 

 

_____ At least 2 shapes have changed orientation (direction or size)   /2 

_____ ALL shapes are labelled as PLAY AREA items   /6 

_____ There is some colour included   /1 

_____ A ruler was used to draw straight edges   /2 

 

 

    /20 

  





Make Me Come to Life 
 
Instructions: use your imagination and drawn on the 
objects to make them look like something you have 
seen in real life.  
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CRITERIA FOR PLAY AREA MODEL 

 

_____ 4 objects that have 2 round faces, can roll or stack, all curved edges, no vertices /2 

_____ 3 objects that have 7 straight edges and 5 vertices, 4 triangle faces and 1 square face, can 

stack, and slide   /3 

_____ 3 objects that have a curved edge, no vertices, and can only roll  /3 

_____ 2 shapes that have 6 square faces (that are the same length), 12 straight edges and 8 

vertices, can slide and stack   /1 

 

_____ At least 2 shapes have changed orientation (direction or size)   /2 

_____ ALL shapes are identified as PLAY AREA items   /6 

_____ Students speaks clearly and explains each object  /1 

_____ There is a direct connection from the blueprint to the model   /6 

 
  



I’m Bored…  
What to do when I’m DONE 

Am I finished what I am supposed to be 
working on? NO= get back to work 
      YES= do one of the following 
 

® Read any rectangle thing with pages (a book!) 

® Build the shapes puzzle 

® Use the shape dice to practice attributes, to 

draw a picture of a real life object, to create the 

shape with my body, or to make a riddle 

® Work on my word search 

® Write a story about shapes 

® Ask a friend if they need help 

® Do some work in another subject 


